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Abstract. An abstract notion of context-free grammar is introduced. It deals with abstract objects 
that can be words, trees, graphs or other combinatoiial objects. It is applied to NLC graph 
grammars introduced by Rozenberg and Janssens. The monadic second-order theory of a context- 
free NLC set of graphs is decidable. 
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Introduction 
This work is an answer to the question: “What is a context-free graph-grammar 
in general (i.e., outside of any specific framework like NLC or hyperedge-replacing 
graph rewriting systems)?” which has been discussed at the 3rd International Work- 
shop on Graph Grammars (Warrenton, VA, December 1986). 
This is also a companion paper to [2] by Courcelle where systems of equations 
are considered as grammars and solved by rewriting. Here we rather start from an 
abstract notion of rewriting, derived from an abstract notion of substitution 
‘* Reprints can be requested by electronic mail on the uucp network at mcvax!inria!geocub!courcell. 
** This work has been supported by the “Programme de Recherches Coordonnees. athematiques 
et Informatique”. 
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(generalizing the substitution of a word for a nonterminal in an ordinary context-free 
grammar), and we give conditions on the sr;Ixti~i~~~ ~s~i~g that this rewriting 
system is equivalent to a polynomial system, constructed canonically from the 
rewriting system. (Equivalent means that the n-tuple of generated sets is the least 
solution of the system in a certain powerset algebra.) 
Ihis axiomatic notion is applied to NLC graph grammars investigated by Janssens, 
Rozenberg and Welzl in [12-14, 17, 181. A notion of context-free NLC grammar is 
obtained. The context-freeness of a given NLC grammar is decidable. 
Context-freeness is important because it yields a notion of derivation tree which 
defines the syntactical structure of an object (word, tree, graph, etc.). And also 
because of the above mentioned fixed-point characterization of the generated sets. 
(The term “language” will not be used for sets of trees or graphs but only for sets 
of words.) 
Courcelle has proved in [3, 41 that the monadic second-order theory of a set of 
graphs generated by an hyperedge-replacement graph grammar (as in Bauderon 
and Courcelle [1] or I-Iabel and Kreowski [9]) is decidable. The proof uses the 
fixed-point characterization of these sets of graphs. 
Since these graphs and the ones generated by NLC grammars are not at all the 
same and since the substitution mechanism is also very different, the result of [3] 
does not apply. But the proof can be adapted and yields decidability results for the 
monadic second-order theory of context-free NLC sets of graphs. 
Many results obtained by means of several independent proofs in [ 14, 171 follow 
then in a straightforward and uniform way. 
So what is a context-free grammar in general? It works with abstract objects of 
which one essentially knows a finite sequence of ,~ositions where other objects can 
be substituted, and an abstract notion of substitution. We require that the substitution 
neither deletes nor duplicates the other positions (other than the one at which 
substitution is done). The substitutions used in the so-called context-free tree 
grammars (Engelfriet and Schmidt [6]) do not satisfy this requirement and these 
tree-grammars are not context-free in our sense. 
A rewriting system on objects is context-free if it is conjluent (two rewriting steps 
concerning distinct positions can be done in any order, giving the same result) and 
associative (think of the sssociativity of the usual substitution). These two conditions 
can be formulated for the substitution operation and if they hold, then every rewriting 
system based on this substitution is context-free (this is the case for context-free 
grammars and regular tree-grammars). They can also be restricted to a given rewriting 
system and this latter case is the appropriate one for NLC grammars. 
For the reader who knows NLC grammars, let us mention that NUNLC and 
BNLC grammars [ 12 14, 17, 181 are confluent but not necessarily associative. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 concerns notations and definitions. 
Section 2 introduces “objects”, “ substitutions” and the genera1 notion of a context- 
free grammar. The fixed-point characterization of the set of objects generated by a 
context-free grammar is established there. Section 3 applies this definition to NLC 
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grammars. The context-freeness of an NLC grammar is decidable. Section 4 estab- 
lishes that the monadic second-order theory of a context-free NLC set of graphs is 
decidable together with some auxiliary results. Section 5 extends these results to 
confluent NLC grammars, hence to NUNLC and BNLC ones. 
This paper is self-contained. 
1. Notations and basic definitions 
We first define a few mathematical notations. 
By N we denote the set of nonnegative integers and by N, the set of positive 
ones. By [n] we denote the interval { 1,2, . . . , n} for n 2 0 (with [0] = 0). For sets 
A and B we denote by A - B the set {a E A 1 a & B}. The cardinality of a set A is 
denoted by Card(A). The powerset of A is denoted by B(A). The restriction of a 
mapping f to a set A is denoted by fr A. When two mappings f and J”’ have a 
common extension, the least of them is denoted by fuf. 
The set of words written over an alphabet A is denoted by A*. The empty word 
is denoted by E. The length of a word u is denoted by lul. 
The symbol := means “equal by definition” and is used to introduce new notations. 
The symbol: @ similarly means “equivalent by definition”. The conjunction (disjunc- 
tion) of a set of formulas @ is denoted by /Ic\@ (W G). 
F-magmas 
We call magma what is usually called an algebra. The words “algebra” and 
“algebraic” are used in so many different situations with so many different meanings 
that we prefer to avoid them completely. The notion of an F-magma (i.e., of an 
F-algebra) is well known. We only list the notations: 
F denotes a poss~Sly infinite ranked alphabet with rank function p : )I + N; 
E=tf~Fld_f~=~L an element of F0 is called a nullary or a constant; 
X is a finite or infinite set of variables (of arity 0); 
M = (AN, (f&-E F) denotes an F-magma with domain M (the reader should note 
the typographical distinction between the F-magna M and its domain M); 
M( F, X) denotes the free F-magma generated by X. Its domain M( F, X) is the 
set of well-formed terms built with F and X; 
If X is finite and ordered in some fixed way as a sequence xl, x2,. . . , .Q, then 
(F, X j denotes a mapping Mk + M denoted by t,,, and called a derived 
Polynomial systems and equational sets 
Let F and be as above. We augment F into 
+ written in infix notation and a new constant a. 
) = VW), (JptM))I.E F+j where, for 
4 +2iwvx) A2 = Ai u 
a new binary symbd 
e associate its powerset 
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and %WI = 8. Hence P(M) is an F+-magma. 
A pol;Jnomial system over F is a sequence of equations S = (u, = pi, * . . , u, = pJ 
where U=(u,,..., u,} is the set of unknowns. Each pi is a pol’ynomial, i.e., a term 
of the form Ln or 
t, + t* + l * . + t,, 
wheie the ti’s are monomials, i.e., are elements of r&(S) we denote 
the set of unknowns of S. 
A grammar is a pair (S, ) where S is a polynomial system as above and M is 
c2n F-magma. 
A mapping G(M) from 9(M)” into itself is associated with S and M as follows: 
for A l,...,A,~M, 
A:=pid(&AI ,..., A,) for i=l,..., n. 
A solution of S in P(M) is an n-tuple (A,, . . . , A,) such that (A,, . . . , A,) = 
S9w(A, 3 l l l , A,,). The system S has a least solution in P(M) (w.r.t. set inclusion). 
The component of this least solution corresponding to Ui is denoted by L( (S, M), ui). 
Ln the special case where M = M(F), we denote it by L( S, ui). The sets of the form 
L(( S, M), Ui) for some polynomial system S (or, equivalently, finite unions of such 
sets) are called -equational. 
We associate S:= { Ui + t 1 t is a monomial of pi} with S. It is a ground rewriting 
system on M( Fu U) or the set of production rules of a regular tree grammar 
(F, X, 5). And one has 
L(S, ui)={tE M(F)IuiL t}, 
s 
L((S, M), ui) = {tM 1 tE US ui)I= 
Automata and recognizable sets 
Let be an F-magma (where F may be infinite). 
We define an auto as a pair (B, p) where B is a finite F-magma and p 
is a homomorphism: 
A subset L of M is -recognizable if L = p-‘( B’) for some automaton ‘% and 
some subset B’ of B. 
. If L is -equational and K is -recognizable, then Ln M is 
aqua tional. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that L is defined by a uniform 
system S = (Ui = pi, i E [n]) such that L = u { L( (S, ), ui) 1 i E 1) for SOme subset 1 
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of [n]. ( Wniform means that each monomial is of the form f (w, , w2,. . . , wk) for 
somefEF, some wl,..., wk E U. See [2, p. 871 for more details.) 
Let K = p-‘( 8’) for some homomorphism p : is finite and B’s B. 
For every i E [n] and b E B we introduce a ne b]. We shall define 
a system S’ in the unknowns [ui, b] such that 
), [ci, b]) = {m E L((S, ), ui) 1 pfan) = b}. 
It will follow that L( (S, ), ui) is partitioned into a family { L( (S’, ), [ui, b]) 1 b E s) 
(some elements of which may be empty). Then S’ = ([ Ui, b] = qi,b 1 i E [n], b E B) where 
qi,b is the polynomial constructed from pi as follows: Every monomial of pi is of 
the form f(ui,, ui,, . . . . ui,). We associate with it the polynomial 
C {f([%,, 611, l l l 3 II&k, &l)Iblp l l l 9 bk E B, b=f~(b,, l l l 9 bk))= 
We let qi,b be the sum of the polynomials associated in this way with the monomials 
of pi. It has been proved in [3, Proposition 2.31 that S’ satisfies the required properties. 
Hence, L n K = U { E(( S’, M), [ ui, b]) I i E I, b E B’} and it is equational. q 
We shall denote by S * B the system S’ constructed in this proof. 
Since, for given S and B, the construction of S * B is efIective and since the 
emptiness of an equational set is decidable (when the set is given by a polynomial 
system; the emptiness does not depend on M since, for every polynomial system S, 
L(( S, M), ui) = f3 iff L( S, ui) = @), one can decide whether the intersection of an 
equational set with a recognizable one is empty. 
B-local trees 
Let us consider S * B again with p as above. 
For every Jf; ,h. h! , . . . , bk such that b = fs( b, , . . . , bk j, let us introduce a new 
symbol [f; b, b,, . . . , bk] sf arity k Let F * B be this set of new symbols. If t E 
Ad( F * B) and t is of the form [A b, b,, . . . , bk]( t,, . . . , tk), then we let e(t) = b. An 
element t of M(_F * B) is ca!!ed a B-lo& tree ifi for every subtree of t of the form 
[g 9c,c1,-**, cIll(t I,-==, tn), one has 6( t,) = cl, . . . , 8(t,) = c,,. Let n: M(F * 
M(F) be the mapping that transfor every symbol [L b, b,, . . . , bk] into f: It is 
clear that 6(t) = p(r( t)& if t is a local tree (easy proof by induction on the 
structure of t). 
1.2. Lemma. (1) For every t E M(F) there is one and only one 
= t. For this tree, deno by 6 one has 6 
), [x9 b]) = {rl t E L((S, F)), x) and p(h)= b) for all 
x E U&(S), b E B. 
Easy verification. Cl 
Inductive sets of predicates 
Let be an F-magma. Let q be a predicate on That is, for every m E 
is either true or false for m. We shall simply write “qPm holds” or even “4~~” in the 
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former case. We let M, = {m E M 1 tpm holds}. (We consider p,,, as an element of 
(true, false} in an obvious way.) 
A set @ of predicates on M is F-inductive if, for every q E @ and for every f~ Fk, 
k 20, one can find k sequences of pr es of @, (+‘, . . . , cp’-“I), 
((p2*l, l l . ), . . . , ( . . l , cpk*nk) and an (nl+n2+- l l -place Boolean expression B 
such that, for every m;, I F -, mk E M, if m =_&( m, 5 - i . , mk), then 
Let, for example, M be the monoid of words X*. Qi, i = 0, 1,2, be the predicates 
saying that a d has a length equivalent to dulo 3. ?hen (Qo, Ql, (92) is 
inductive w.r.t. because, for every word w = U. v, 
QIW e (QouAQ,u)V(Q,uAQov)V(Q2uAQ2o~, 
SillCe Q2w~lQ~wAlQo,,~ for every word w, it can also be shown that {rpo, cpl} is 
inductive. But {ao} is not inductive; one cannot determine whether u. v satisfies (90 
just by knowing whether u and v satisfy Q~. 
1.3. a. If 45 is a finite inductive set of predicates, then Mp is recognizable for 
every Q E @. 
Proof. Let 0 be the set of all mappings: @ + {t Ise). Let tv be the mapping 
M + S such ihat b(m) is the mapping y3 H qrn E , fahe} for all m E M. 
From the hypothesis that @ is F-inductive it fo s that, for every f~ F, there 
exists a mapping fe: Op(“+ 0 such that 
Wdm, l l l 9 mk)) =fd~h), . . . , W(mk)) 
for all m,,..., mk E M (and k = p(f)). Intuitively, this means that the validity of 
the predicates in @ for some m =fM(m,, . . . , mk) can be computed from 
fi(m,), ’ l l , tv(mk), i.e., from the knowledge of the validity of these predicates for 
mI,...,mk. 
Hence, = { 0, U&E F) is an F-magma and ti a homomorphism: --* @. Hence, 
, tv) is an automaton since 0 is finite and 
&&,=tv-‘(@‘) where @‘={6&+Y((~)=tr 
Hence, M,+, is recognizable. q 
ence, any recogn 
for some predicate Q belonging to a finite F-i 
n the set of properties 
subset of is of the form 
ive set of predicates. 
n abstract notion 0 
2.1. nition (Objects, 
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substitutions). Let X be a finite alphabet. Let E be a set 
called the set of objects, given with a total mapping CY : E + X* called the a@ 
mapping. The word a(e) is called the arity of e and p(e) := la( e)l is the rank of e. 
The ith element of a(,~) is denoted by a(p);‘ 
We call T := {e E E 1 p(e) = 0) the set of terminal objects. 
A substitution is a partial mapping: E x x E + E that associates with (e, i, e’) 
s.t. i E [p(e)], an object e[ i + e’] in E. It satisfies the Preservation Axiom (PA) if, 
for all (e, i, e’) in its domain, 
a(e[i+e’])=x,x,. . .Xi_,CY(e’)&, . . . X,, 
wherex,x,.. x,#=(~(e),x ,..., ~,EX. 
A substitution structure is a quadruple of the form (E, X, a, [ 1) where E, X, cy 
are as above and [ ] is a substitution satisfying the Preservation Axiom. X is called 
the set of nonterminal symbols of E. 
2.2. Definition ( Grammars). A grammar over E is a triple G = (E, P, a) consisting of 
(1) a substitution structure E = (E, X, a, [ 1) (we say that X is the nonterminal 
alphabet of G); 
(2) a finite subset P of X x E : an element of P is called a production rule and 
is denoted by (x + e) rather than by (x, e); 
(3) and an element of E, called the axiom of G. 
A grammar G over E generates a set L(G) of terminal objects that we now define 
by means of derivation sequences over E. 
With G a binary relation + G on E is associated as follows: 
fzfl iff there exist i E [p(f)] and p E P such that f -+(ivp),fr whe e: 
f -’ (i,p) f 
iff p=(cy(f)! --) e)forsomeeandf’=J’[i f- e]. 
The reflexive and transitive closure of -)G is denoted by +$ as usual. 
The set of terminal objects derived from f E E is then L( G, f) := {f E T If + *G $1, 
The corresponding set derived from x E X is L( G, x) := lJ { L(G, e) 1 (X + d E PI= 
The set generated by G is L(G) = L(G, a). We shall also use the sets 
i(G,f):={fMlf:f’}, i(G,x):=L){i(G,e)i(x+e)~P), 
i(G):=i(G,a)~u{i(G,x)(x~X}. 
If G is defined as a pair ( , P), i.e., without axiom, this means that we are 
interested in the sets L( G, x) for all x E X Ir! thk case, i(G) := 
U { i( G, x) 1 x E X} and L(G) is not define 
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2.3. Definition (Derivation se7uence.s and trees). Let G be a grammar over E. A 
derivation sequence is a sequence 
such that j&-*(ij,P,I~ for afl j = 1, l l . , k. To indicate the souse fO and the target 
_ fk of S we write 6 :J$+& ‘We aiso say that P yields &. We extend this notation 
by allowing foe X and p1 = (f. + f,) EI? In such a case we let i, = 1 (for uniformity 
in notations). 
Our next aim is :o associate a derivation hedge, dh( 6) (i.e., a sequence of trees), 
with every derivation 8. For this purpose we --qke P iri$o a ranked alphabet by 
letting p(p) := p(e) where e is the right-hand side of p. 
With every derivation 8 : f +* f’ we assockte a sequence of trees in M( P, X) of 
length p(f), denoted by dh( 6), and a sequence of nodes ts( 6) of dh@). Each element 
of ts(6) represents an application of a production rule and indicates the position 
in f at which it is applied. The length of as(S) is the number of steps of 8. Two 
derivation sequences with sources f and $ such that (u(f) = a(f’) may have the 
same derivation hedge. 
When the source of a derivation sequence S is in X, then its derivation hedge is 
reduced to a single tree called the derivation tree of S and denoted by at(s). The 
source of 6 can, in this case, be determined from the top symbol of at(s). 
The definitions of dh@) and ts(6) are given simuitaneously by induction on k, 
the length of S = ( fO, (i, , p,), . . . , fk). 
If k = 0, then dh(S) := a( fO) (i.e., it is reduced to the seq uence of nonterminai 
symbols occurring in fO) and ts( 6) := ( ), the empty sequence. 
For k>O, let S’=(h, (iz,p2), “. . ,fk) with 4!@‘)=(t,, tz,. . .) tJ and t@‘)== 
(V I,=-*, v& being already constructed. Then 
where p(p,)=m+l-i,, ts(6):=(v,vl,... , v& and v is the root of the ilth tree 
of dh(6). 
Two derivation sequences S and 6’ are equivalent (denoted by S = 6’) if they have 
the same source and the same derivation hedge (i.e., dh(6) = dh( 6’)). 
Let t=(t l,. . . , tq) E M( P, X)9. Each ti iis a tree and has a set of nodes denoted 
ode( ti) such that Node( ti) n NO e( 5) = fJ if i # j. A topological sorting of t is an 
ordering (I.+, v2, . . . , v,,,) of the set IV of all nodes of t, , . . . , t9 that are labelled in 
P (and not in X) such that, for every i E [ml, the father of vi (if it exists) is Vj for 
some 1 s j < i. The sorting is Zeft-most (respectively right-most j if, for a!! 1 s i <j s m, 
(i) either vi is an ancestor of vj in some tip; 
(ii) or Vi is to the left (respectively to the right) of vj in some tip; 
(iii) or vi belongs to tip, vj to me with i’ <j’ spe&veiy i'>jr). 
If 6 is a derivation sequence, it is clear that 6) is a topological sorting of 
We say that S is left- ost (right-most) if 
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We shall illustrate these oefinitions with the familiar example of context-free 
grammars. 
. Example (Context-frez grammars). Let G be the context-free grammar with 
terminal alphabet A = { _ b, c}, with nonterminal alphabet X = {x, y, z} and the 
following set P = ( p, 4, r, S, t} of production rules: 
P={p:x+a,q:x+abxay,r:y+xy,s:y+byc, t:y+b}. 
We can consider it as a grammar in the sense of Definition 2.2 by letting 
E := (Au X)*, 
a(w):-x,x2...xk ifw=~,x,~,x2...xka!k, 
wherex,,x, ,..., xkEX,crO ,..., qpzA*; T is then -4” (the set of terminal words); 
where w is as above. 
With these definitions G’ = (E, P) is a grammar in the sense of Definition 2.2 and 
L(G’, 5) = L( G, 5) for all &S X, where L( G, 5) is the language generated in the 
usual sense by the context-free grammar G. 
An example of a derivation sequence is 
abxby + 
(22-j 
abxbxy 
+ ababxaybxbyc 
(4,s) 
- ababxaybxbbc 
(4.1) 
- ababaa_ybxbbc. 
(1.P) 
Its derivation hedge is shown in Fig. 1 where the nodes are also numbered from i 
to vii. The sequence ts( 6) is then (ii, i, vi, vii, iii). The unique left-most topological 
iii Y V S 
vii t 
Fig. 1. 
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sorting of dh( 6) is clearly (i, iii, ii, vi, vii). It corresponds to the left-most derivation 
abxby + ababxayby 
+ ababaayby 
+ ababaaybxy 
+ ababaaybxbyc 
+ ababaaybxbbc. 
(1) For every derivation sequence 6, the mapping ts deJines a biject%m 
of the equivalence lass of S (modulo E) onto the se; of topologii*al sortings of dh( 6). 
(2) Every derivation sequence is equivalent o a unique left-most (respectively 
right- txos t) de&a tion sequence. 
The easy proo” is omitted. 
We shall consider conditions on G ensunng that any two equivalent derivation 
sequences have the same target. More precisely, we say that c‘ ;lasJ^hithf~rl derivation 
hedges if two equivalent derivations with a source in L(G) have the same target. 
Hence, we have the following proposition. 
.6. Proposition. Let G have faithful derivation hedges. Let 6 : f 4 8 f be a derivation 
sequence such that f E X u (a). The left-most (respectively right-most) derivation 
sequence equivalent to 6 yieids f ’ ( i.e., has target f ‘). 
efinition ‘The magma of terminal objects). Let E be a substitution structure 
and T be its set of terminal objects. Since E is a ranked set, (each e E E has rank 
p(e):= Ia(e N), we can make T into an E-magma T by associating with f E E 
the total mapping fT: T” =+ T (where n = p(jj) such that 
.a tl2 . . . , tk) =fll+ t,][l+ tzl l l l Cl + hcl- 
Note that in this definition we have chosen, somewhat arbitrarily, a left-to-right 
evaluation order. The right-to-left yyvould be 
f( T h, l . . , tk)=flk+tJ[k-l+- t,J.o=[l+tJ~ 
There are actually k! possibilities for f of rank k ‘We shall consider conditions 
ensuring that they all coincide. 
, P, a) be a grammar. Every p E P of the form (x + e) is considered 
bol and we let TG be the P-magma (T, (p&,& such that fi = i?T 
(where p = (x + e)). Note that is a derived magma of T. Let us enumerate .X as 
if j, in a (once and for all) fixed way. With G we 
here, for each i, qi is C Q 
uction ruie of the form 
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p=(Ui+e) with a(e)=XIXZ. xk 1. (The elements x, , x2 ) . . . , xk are 
pairwise distinct elements of ). This system has a least solution in 
shall denote by ( r,, . . . , Tn) by assuming that = { t(, , uz, D . . , El,) is cagonica]ly 
ordered in tiris way. 
We &all be interested in conditions on G ensuring that G has the fixed-point 
property, i.e., that the following conditions hold: 
(1) WM =f&-r,(UG, x,), . - l 9 UG, xd) 
for all f~ i(G) (with x1x2.. . xk = u(f), x1,. . . , xk E X); 
(2) (UG, u,), l l l , L( G, u,)), the n-tuple of sets generated by G, is equal to 
iTI 9*.*9 T, b, the least solution of SC in P(T,). 
Remaaks. (1) Condition 2.7(I) implies that (L( G, ui), . . . , L(G, u,)) is a solution 
of S, in 9(TG), hence that 7;: c 4c(G, Ui) for all i = 1,. . . , n. 
(2) The least solution of S in iP(M(P)) is the n-tuple (L&, ui), . . . , L&, u,)) E 
iP(M(P))” where L(SG, u~)={zEM(P)~U~--+& t} (see Section 1). It is clear that 
L(S,, uJ is the set of derivation trees of all derivation sequences having source ui 
and ti target in T. 
(3) Let S& =(Ui = qt; i E [ ~1) where q: = C 0: and Qi is the set of monomials 
( ( e x1,..., xk) 1 (ui + e) E P and cu(e) = x1x2. . xk)}. The two map$ngs SGg(TGj and 
S&9(T, from P(T)” into itself Gre the same. Hence, the two systems SC and S& 
have the same least solution in P(T). The only diiference between them is that S, 
distinguishes two production rules with the same right-hand side, whereas S& does 
not. Hence, S, is appropriate for defining derivation trees 
(4) In order to ensure that condition 2.7(2) holds, it su%ces to establish that if 
6: ui-*Ef with f E T, then .f =dt(6),, i.e., f is the value in PIG of the derivation 
tree of 6. 
Before going on with the formal exposition, we shall discuss some examples_ In 
the case of context-free word grammars considered in Example 2.4, the faithfulness 
of derivation hedges is well-known and the fixed-point property is a classical result 
of Ginsburg and Rice [g]. 
2.8. Example (Regular tree grammars ). Let H be a finite ranked alphabet and X 
be a finite set of nuiiary symbols. Let E = M( H, X) and a(e) denote the list of 
elements of X occurring in e E E; more precisely, 
a(x)=x ifxEX, 
a(h(e,, . . . , ek)) = 62(e,)cY(e,). . . a(ek). 
We define e[ i + e’] as the result of the substittaltion of e’ for the ith occurrence 
in e of an element of X (such occurrences are ordered from left to right). A grammar 
, P> is then 2 regular tree grammar (see [2,7]) with as set of nontermir+als 
and P as set of production rules. It is known that G satisfi -point property 
[2, Proposition 43.51 and has faithful derivation 
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2. xamgle (Grammars on arbitrary magmas). We refer the reader to [2, Section 
161 or Section 1 of this pa r for definitions and background. 
With every gra:amar (S, ) we associate a substitution structure and a context- 
free grammar G over E (in the se of Definition 2.2) that is equivalent o (S, 
(i.e., such that L( G, UJ = L( (S, , u,)), has faithful derivation trees, and satisfies 
the fixed-point property. 
Let H be a ranked alphabet. t X be a finite set of nullary symbols (H n X = 0). 
Let M be an W-magma (with n (H w X) =$3). Then M(H, X u M) is the set of 
finite terms written with H and X u IU (as set of nullary symbols, but H may also 
contain nullary symbols). 
Let R(M) be the set of all pairs of the form 
h(d ,,.=.,dk)jhm(dl,...,dk) 
for ka0, IIE&, d ,,..., dk in M. It is known (or any way, easy to establish with 
the techniques of [ 10,113) that the term-rewriting system on M( pi, X u M) (where 
X is considered as a set of constants, i.e., of nonsubstitutable nullary symbols) 
generated by R(M) is confluent and Noetherian. Hence, every element t of 
M( W, X u M) reduces to a unique R( M)-irreducible t’ in M( H, X u M), called its 
normal form and denoted by nf( t). It is clear that nf( t) = tM if t E M(H, M). 
We let E := {nf( t) 1 t E M( H, X u M)} and (u(e) for e E E be as in Example 2.8. 
It is clear that A4 = E n M( H, M) is the set of terminal objects of E (w.r.t. a j. For 
every t, t’E M(H, X u M), if t -*R(M) t’, then a(t) = a( t’). We let E:= (E, X, a, { }), 
where { } is the substitution such that 
t{it t’}:=nf(t[i+ t’]) 
and [ ] is the substitution function defined in Example 2.8. 
Let S=(Ui= ti,J+- l l + t& i e [n]) be a polynomial system to be solved in P(M). 
, P> where P is the set of production rules (Ui + nf( ti,ni j; i E [n]}. Let also 
F = H u M (with M considered as a set of nullary symbols). Let G := (F, X, s) be 
the regular tree grammar associated with S as in Section 1. 
The image under of of a derivation sequence t + f$ t’, with t’ E M(F), is a derivation 
sequence af( t) +$ nf( t’) with nf( t’) in M and the two derivation sequences have 
the same derivation hedge. And, conversely, every derivation sequence of G is the 
image under af of a unique derivation sequence of G in M( F, X). Hence, 
UG, ui) = nf(U(S, g( (F))), 4) = U(S, g( 
for all i E [n]. 
Since two corresponding derivation sequences have the same derivation hedges, 
and since G has faithful derivation hedges (as a regular tree grammar), the same 
holds for G. 
Finally, G has the fixed-point property because G has this property and nf 
preserves least fixed points (by [16, Lemma 5.31 or [2, p. 301). We omit the details. 
for every context-free grammar ove , one can find a polynom 
set of unknowns X such that L((S, u)=L(G,u) forall u in 
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We now go back to the axiomatic development and we give some conditions on 
and G ensuring that G has faithful derivation trees and enjoys the fixed-point 
property. 
efinition (Conjluence and associativity). Our conditions concern either [ ] 
or G and [ 1. 
(CA) Cor$uence axiom (for [ I): For every e, e’, e”E E, for every i, j, i’, j’ E 
e[ i c e’][ j + e”] = e[ j’ + e”][ i’ + e’] 
if i, j’E [p(e)] and either 
i-l+p(e’)CjQe)+p(e’)-1, j’=j-p(e’)+ 1, i’= i; 
lGj<i, j'=j, i'=i+p(e")-1. 
If this axiom holds, we say that [ ] is conjluent. 
Note that in the special case where p( e’) = p( e”) = 0 and i > j, we ‘have 
e[ i c e’][ j + e”] = e[ j + e”][ i - 1 + e’]. 
It then follows that if (CA) holds, the mapping fT of Definition 2.7 can also be 
defined by 
fT(t* ,..., t~)=f[k~t~][k-l~tk-,]*~~[l~t,], 
i.e., the left-most evaluation order chosen in Proposition 2.6 is equivalent to the 
right-most one (and to all the other ones). 
(G-CA) Confluence axiom for a grammar G: We say that G is confluent if 
condition (CA) is assumed or’ly for all e E 2< G) and all e’, e” in E such that 
(a(e), + e’) and (a(e + e’) E P, where i, j, i’, j’ are as in (CA). It is clear that, for 
every grammar G, (CA) implies (G-CA). 
(AA) Associativity axiom (for [ I): For every e, e’, e” E E, and for every i E [p(e)] 
and jE [p(e’)], we have 
e[ it e’][ i + j - 1 t e”] = e[ i + e’[ j t- e”]]. 
If this axiom holds, we say that [ ] is associative. 
Note that the commutativity axiom does not apply to the left-handside of (AA). 
(Henct nere is no “critical pair” between (AA) and (CA)). 
It is clear that (CA) and (AA) hold in the cases considered in Examples 2.4, 2.8 
and 2.9. 
(G-AA) Associativity axiom for a gramnSar G: We say that G is associative if 
condition (AA) is assumed for e E i< G,, e’ c i( G, a(e),), and e”E E such that 
(a(e’)j + e”) E R 
As for (CA), axiom (AA) implies (G-AA) for every grammar G using the 
substitution functio 
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Finally, we define a grammar G over E as context-free if it is associative and 
confluent. 
Al. A confluent grammar has faithful derivation trees. So does a context- 
jree grammar. 
roof. We establish that any two equivalent derivation sequences 8, 6’ having their 
source f in i(G) have the same target. 
Let t = dh( 8) = db( 6’) be their common derivation hedge. 8 and 8’ hav-e the same 
length k and we use an induction on k 
If k = 0, then 6 and 8’ have the same target J: 
Let k > 0. If S and 6’ begin with the same step f+(i,pjS, then the result follows 
by induction since f E L( G j. Otherwise, let 6 be f-+(i,pJfi followed by S1, and let 
6’bef+(js q&followed by 62. (We write this as S : (f+fi; 6,) and as 6’: (f+fi; 8,)). 
Without loss of generality we can assume that i <jr. Then, by (G-CA): 
f+h- 3 f&p) (As) f’ f-f2- W.9) (is) f’ 
withj=j’+p(p)- I. Then de(s) =dh(s’) is of the form 
(t t- I,==*, r-7, p(ti,..-, t:), tj+*, . . . . ti_1,q(ty ,..., tl), t)+, ..., t,j. 
The derivation hedge of S, is 
From a topological sorting of 
one obtains a derivation sequence S’:f’ +*$’ for some $‘E E. The derivation 
sequences 6, and ( fi +f’; 8”) are equivalent. Hence, since they are of length k - 1, 
they have the same target j”. So do & and ( f2 +f'; 6"). Hence, S1 and &, and thence 
6 and S’, have the same target $‘. 0 
. If G has faithful derivation hedges, then every derivation tree has one and 
only one vahe, namely the common target of all derivation sequences (having a 
nonterminal as source) that it represents. 
The associativity axiom will additionally ensure that this value can be obtained 
by an evaluation of the trees forming the hedges (considered as elements of M(P)) 
G. And the fixed-point properties will follow. 
e following lemma states a property of derivation sequences imilar to the 
erivations investi h-rewriting syste 
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, P, a) be associative. Let p = (x + e) E R Let 
be a derivation zquence of G. Let f E i(G) such that a( f )i = x. Then3 
f ~f[ite]~~~~.f[itell(,ff[iCe,3--. *,,,f[i+eJ, 1% I . . 
where iJ= $+i -1 foraMj=l,...,k, is G derivation sequence of C. 
Proof. For every j = 1,2,. . . , k, orx has (with e. = e) 
f Ii+ +,I ---*f[i*ej]. 
($,++I 
This follows from the remark that 
= 
f[ 
. 
l+ej_1][ij+gj] 
(by (G-AA) since f e i(G) and ej_1 E i(G, x); recall that x = cr(f)i). Cl 
In the following corollary we let L(G) = (L( G, u,), . . . , L( G, u,)) and we denote 
by F(G) the least solution of S, in !P( & (see Definition 2.7). 
2.13. Corollary. Let G be associative. For every f‘~ i(G), f9&( 3)) E L( GJ)= 
(The same holds for all f E E if the substitution isassociative). It follows that F(G) C_ 
t(G). 
Proof. Lett(G)=(L1,...,L,)and~(G)=(T,,...,T,).LetfEZ(G)anda,(f)= 
Ui,Ui2 l l l Ui, l Let t e f9& L’( G)). Then 
t =f*h 9 f2 ,..., t~)=f[l~f~][l~t2]**=[l~t~l 
for some tlELi,,.*.,fkELik. For each j E [k] one has a derivation sequence 
6j : Uij +* 4. Hence, by Lemma 2.12, there is a derivation sequence f +* f [ 1 + tl]. 
Since t,E T, cu(f[lct,])=Ui,Ui,...~~ik; hence, by Lemma 2.12 again, one has a 
derivation sequence 
f[l+ t11 * f [la+ t,l[l + t21* 
By repeating the argument, one finally gets 
f + f [I+ tJ t, f [l+ t,][l+ t2] *\ l l l + f [l+ tJ[l+ tJ . . . [l- fk] = t; 
hence, t E L( G, f). It then follows that 
the least solution of SC in 
q 
L(G))c ), hence F(G) E i( 
&, is also the least solution of 
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By L”(G,J) we denote the set {YE Tlf+zf’} (wherefe E uX). 
Lemma. Let G be confluent and associative. Let f c i(G), n E and fk T. 
Then,fkL”(G,f) i$ there exist n,, n2 ,..., nkEN and fIE L”l(G,o(f),) ,..., fkE 
L”A(G,~(~)~) such thatf=fT(fi,...,fk) and nl+n,+==+nk=n. 
roof. The “if” direction is obtained from an easy extension of the proof of Corollary 
2.13. 
For the other Oirection, consider a derivation sequence 6 : f +“f’. Let dh( 6) = 
01, t2, l l l 3 tk). Each ti is the derivation tree of a derivation sequence Si : a( f )i +* $ 
forsome~.IfniisthelengthOf6,,n=n,+n2+...+nk.With6,,...,81,onecan 
build a derivation sequence 6’: f +* fr( f, , . . . ,fk) such that dh(S’) = dh(6). By 
Proposition 2.11, since (G-CA) holds, 6 and S’ have tilt same target. Hence, 
$=fT(fi,~*=,fk)* El 
. Let us define the value of a derivation tree t of G (recall that t E M(P)) 
ac =.=I( t\ I= the common target f of all derivation sequences S : x --** f such that -3 u,z\-j - 
dt(8) = t with x E X. 
Lemma 2.14 proves that if t = p( t, 9 . . . , tk), then val( t) = fi,,(val( t,), . . . , val( fk)); 
hence, that val coincides with the unique homomorphism Mi, P) + TG on the set of 
derivation trees (which is, in general, a proper subset of M(P)). 
. Theorem. Context-free grammars have the Jixed-point property. 
roof. We know by Corollary 2.13 that fP& L( G)) C_ L( G, f) for f E L(G), and that 
f(G) s l(G). We only have to establish the opposite inclusions. The first one is 
an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.14. 
Now,let(L,,... , L,) be any solution of SG in P(TG). We prove that L’( G, uj) E: Lj 
for all i by an induction On i. Since L”( G, Uj) = 0, the case i = 0 trivially holds. For 
the case i> 0, consider f E L’(G, uj). Then, f E L’-‘( G, e) for some (uj + e) E I? 
Hence, f E ePt,,( L’-‘( G, uj,), . . . , L’-‘(G, Uj,)). By the induction hypothesis, 
L’-‘( G, uj) E Lj- Hence one has f E eptT,( Lj, , . . . , Ljk) which is a subset of Lj since 
(L ~,.*.,L*)isasolutionofS~. R 
2.17. Corollary. Let E be a substitution struc?ure. _.._ ~_...-~_.5.__ y....uIIU ‘T?w rnntoyt frao whwtc o,f T (thp 
set of terminal objects of ) are T-equational. 
We now informally state some kind of converse property. 
Let be c substitution structure such that [ 3 is commutative and 
very et of T, the set of terminal objects of 
con text-free w. r. t. an 
(hint). Given a polynomial system defining L E T, it can be transformed into 
[2, Section 141) defining L. ram this system a context-free 
iched with new nonterminals) negating L can be obtained. 0 
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Remark 2.68 applies to the cases of Exainples 2.4, 2.8 and 2.9, i.e., to words, 
trees and elements of arbitrary magmas. 
. Let us consider what the system S, defines when G is not context- 
M(P), the system SC defines the derivation trees of G even if G is 
not confluent or is not context-free. If G is confluent but not associative, then a 
given derivation tree t can be “‘evaluated” in two different ways. Either “top-down”’ 
and one obtains its value as in Remark 2.15, or “bottom-up”, i. as an expression 
to be evaluated in TG and one obtains an element of L(( S,, 9 )), x) where x is 
the source of the derivation sequences defined by t. 
The “top-down” and the “bottom-up” evaluations of t coincide when G is 
associative. 
2.20. Examples (Graph-grammars). In [ 151 Kaul has introduced a class of graph 
grammars defined by several conditions, one of which is what we call the confluence 
of the grammar. 
The rest of this paper will be devoted to investigating, in the present framework, 
NLC grammars as introduced by Rozenberg et al. [12-14, 17, 181. 
Bauderon and Courcelle [l, 41 and Habel and Kreowski [9] consider a notion 
of graph grammar, the basic derivation step of which is the substitution of a graph 
for an edge or, more generally, for an oriented hyperedge (equipped with a finite 
sequence of vertices as opposed to just an ordered pair). 
In [ 1, Corollary 4.81 it is proved that the derivation sequences of such a grammar 
can be considered as the images under a certain evaluation mapping of the derivation 
sequences of a regular tree grammar. This regular tree grammar produces terms, 
called graph expressions in [l], that can be evaluated into finite graphs. 
Since regular tree grammars are context-free, it follows that these graph grammars 
are context-free (and so are those of [9] since they form a subclass of those of [ 1, 
We shall omit the formal details. The proofs are easy to do, either as suggested 
above by means of regular tree grammars generating sets of graph expressions (very 
much as in Example 2.9), or from the definition of the substitution of a graph for 
an hyperedge: this substitution is confluent and associative. 
2.21. Conclusion. (1) The pre ervation axiom, which is always assumed on substitu- 
tion, is essential. It is not verified for the so-called context-free (IO and 01) 
tree-grammars investigated in [6]. We do not consider these tree-generating mechan- 
isms as context-free grammars although in the IO case, the sets they generate can 
be characterized as the equational sets of an appropriate magma (see [6] and also 
[2, pp. 98-1001). A more complex axiomatic notion of substitution should be 
introduced so as to handle tree-rewriting systems in general and perhaps also 
A-expressions. 
(2) Many of the above results can likely be extended to situations where nonsub- 
stituted positions can be deleted (but not duplicate 
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3. Application to XLC (node-label controlled) graph grammars 
The class of node-label controlled (NLC) graph grammars has been defined and 
investigated by Janssens, Rozenberg and Welzl [ 12- 14, 17, 1 S]. 
We define the appropriate substitution structure allowing to consider them as 
grammars in the sense of Definition 2.2. A notion of context-free NLC grammar 
then arises from this definition and from the formal developments of Section 2. The 
context-freeness of a given NLC grammar is decidable. 
3.1. Definition (Graphs over A). Let A be a finite set of labels. 
A graph over A is a triple H = (V,, edg,, lab& where VI{ is the finite set of 
vertices; edg H is a binary relation on V H saying whether two vertices are linked by 
an edge; labH is a total map: VH + A assigning a label in A to each vertex of H. 
We assume that edg H is symmetric and irreflexive: these graphs are undirected, 
simple, and loop-free. 
By J(A) we denote the set of graphs over A. 
If H E J(A) and H’E J(B) are such that VH = Vtis and edg, = ecIg,* we say that 
H’ is a relabelling of H. Every mapping h : A + B extends into a mapping ff : J(A) + 
J(B) associating with H a graph H’ such that V,.,. = V,.,, edgHP = edgH, and labHe = 
h 0 labH. We call A the relabelling extending h. 
efinition ( NNLCgrammars). Definitions are recalled from [ 12,131. An NNLC 
grammar is a quintuple G = (X, A, p, ConnG, 2) where X is the finite set of nonter- 
minal labels; A is the finite set of terminal labels; Z is a graph. over A v X, called 
the axiom; P is a set of pairs (x, D) with x E X and DE J(A u X), called the set 
of production rules; and, con& is a subset of (A u X) x (A LI X), tailed the connecting 
relarion. (These grammars form a subclass of the class of NLC grammars but they 
have the same generative power; in NLC grammars, terminal labels can also be at 
the left-hand sides of production rules.) 
Let H, H’ E J(A u X), let v E VH and let p E P. Then H derives into H’ via (q p), 
written H +(o,P) H’ iff p = (labH (v), D) and H’ is constructed as follows: v is deleted 
from H and replaced by a copy D of 0, disjoint from H; for every v’ in VH su& 
that o“ .v( v, v’) (we say that v’ is a neighbour of v in H) and for every w in VB, 
we detine an edge in H’ connecting v’ and w iff (lab,,( v’), labD( w)) E con&- 
Isomorphic graphs are considered to be equal so that the specific copy D chosen 
to define H’ is irrelevant. 
We write H +G H’ if H +(V,P) H’ for some v in V,, and some production p of 
6. The set of graphs generated by G is then L( G, 2) := {H E J(A) 12 +b H}. (We 
do not call it a language. The term “‘language” is reserved for sets of words). 
(BNLC grammars) (Rozenberg and Welzl[17,18]). Let YE A v X. 
J(A u X) has a discrete Y-bound,ary if the labels of two neighbour 
vertices are not both in Y. 
We now define a substitution function [ 1. It depends on a fixed connection 
relation cosslmc(AuX)x(AuX). Let HE&, H’EE,, iE[n]. We let H[i*H’] 
be the graph M” defined as follows: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
We first assume that VH nVHI= 0 (otherwise we take a disjoint copy of H’). 
We let VH~~:=VH*UVH -{I’ .} where vo=w(H)i. 
labH”:= 
For V, V’ both in VH - { vo} or both in VH t, 
ed&&, t’) :e edg& V’) Or edg,(v, V’). 
If v E VH -(vo} and V’E VHP, then 
edgH( V, V’) : e edg, ( Vo, V) and (lab, (V j, BabHp( V’)) E COIBn. 
o(H)j if 1 S j< i, 
o(H”)j:= o(H’)j_i+l if i<j<m+i-1, 
o(H)j-,+I ifm=kiSjSm+n-1. 
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we say that an NIWC grammar G =(X, A, P? co me, 2) is a BNLC grammar if 
2 and the right-hand sides of all productton rules have discrete X-boundaries. 
efinition (NUNLC) (Jaqssens and Rozenberg 1112, 131). An NNLC grammar 
hbourhood-uniform if its connecting relation is such that, for all x E A v X, 
either (y, x) E corm G for all _yEAuX or (y,x)Econn,r; for no yczAuX. 
We now define E so that an NNLC grammar can be considered as a grammar 
over E. We shall then discuss context-freeness. 
3.5. Definition. Let A and X be finite disjoint alphabets. We let E, (or &(A, X) 
if we need to specify A and X) be the set of graphs H in J(A u X) having n vertices 
labelled in X and equipped with an ordering of these vertices. Hence, formally, H 
is a pair ( H”,J) where f : [n] -+ I7 Ho is a one-to-one mapping and la 
v =f( i) for some i E [n]. We shall use the notation m( H)i for f( i) and the notation 
a(H), for the element of X labelling m( H)i. The mapping Q! : E, + X” such that 
a(H):= a(H)&&. . . a(H), is the arity of H. Hence, E=U{E,In~O} can be 
considered as a set of objects in the sense of Definition 2.1 with arity mapping cy. 
The associated set of terminal objects is T = E. = J(A). 
It is clear that H”E En+m_l. 
3.6. Claim. [ ] verijies the preservation axiom. 
The proof is easy. From now on, we 1 X, CY, [ 1) with cy and [ ] as defined 
above, be associated with some fixed u X)‘. It is easy to see that does 
not verify the confluence and associativity axioms in general. 
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With an NNLC grammar G = (X, A, P, ConnG, Z) we associate the triple G’= 
is as above with [ ] defined with the connecti lation of G; 
’ = {(x + H’) 1 (x9 H) E P} Hrhere, for every gra in J’(Au X), H’ in E,, 
is obtained by enumerating in an arbitrary way t set of vertices of H labelled 
in X. 
- There a,re several ways to do this but a choice is e once and for all, for Z 6 
(giving Z’) and for each right-hand side of a produc*ion of G. 
For HE E we denote by Ho the underlying graph i (A u X) (i.e., one forgets 
the ordering on the vertices Habzlle~. in X). Hence, HO = H if H E T. 
3.7. mma. (1) !%r every derivation sequence S’: Z’+ lJ++l+* l l + Hk of G’, the 
sequence 
S”:Z=Z’o.+H+H;+. . .+H”, 
is a derivation sequence of G. 
(2) Conversely, for every derivation sequc lee of G of the form S : Z +* H, there 
exists a derivation sequence S’: Z’ +* H’ for some H’ E such that the associated 
sequence So (as defined in ( 1)) is equal to 8. 
(3) It follows that i(G. Z) = (HoI H E i(G’, Z’)} and thad L( (3, Z) = &(3’, Z’). 
The proof is straightforward. 
From this lemma it follows that NNLC grammars can be identified with grammars 
over E (for each grammar G, E is appropriately chosen). A more precise notation 
is E(A, XT eonnG) which exhibits all parameters of the definition. 
3. xampk. Let A = (a, b, c}, X = (x, y}, COnnG = {(a, c), (a, x), (x, a)} and -6J be 
the NNLC grammar the production rules of which are shown in Fig. 2 (they are 
named p, q, r, s). Its axiom is the graph 
Z= 
x a y 
- * 
An example of a derivation sequence is shown in Fig. 3 (each step indicates the 
name of the production that is used). 
Let us now number (in an arbitrary but fixed way) the occurrences of nonterminal 
labels in the axiom and in the right-hand sides of p and Y as shown in Fig. 4. The 
P : x q:x----jb 
Y 
s : 
Y a x y a b 
Fig. 2. 
) 
X a Y 9 
- \ 
s 
) 
S 
> 
Q 
X a Y 
1 2 
C 
b 
a 
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O--o, 
c a 
a------- 
Y a 
b 
C a Y a X a b 
b 
I I 
e 
C a a b ax a b 
‘0 
I II 
C 
C a a 
b 
Fig. 3. 
a 
1 2 3 
._ 
Y a X Y 
X Y 
1 3 
Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 5. 
derivation hedge associated with the above derivation sequence is the pair 
(q, r (s, q, s)) shown in Fig. 5 (compare with Fig. 3). Fig. 5 demonstrates how the 
derivation hedge “grows” top-down according to the successive steps of the deriva- 
tion sequence. 
It is quite easy to observe that had the nonterminal vertices been numbered in a 
different way, the same terminal graph would have been generated. But the associated 
derivation hedge would have differed by a permutation of the successors of some 
nodes. 
3.9. Example ( The set of complete graphs). A graph is complete if every two vertices 
are linked by an edge. The set of all finite complete graphs in J({ a}) is generated 
from u by the NNLC grammar with rules: 
a u a 
U+ and u+ 
and connection relation {a, u}~. 
nition (Context-free NNLCgrammars). An NNLC grammar is context-free 
if it is context-free as a grammar over 
Our next purpose is to characterize syntactically 
grammars. Applications will be given in Section 4. 
e. We first give 
satisfy the fixed-point 
because the definition 
restrictive). 
a very simple example of an NNLC grammar that does not 
property, hence that is not context-free (intrinsically, not 
of a context-free grammar given in Definition 2.2 is too 
the context-freeness of NNLC 
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We define G as follows: 
x + y-a, y-, b-z, z -+ c. 
(By y-a we denote the graph with two vertices labelled by y and a and linked by 
an edge). The connection relation is cez~ = (A u X) x {b, c} where 
A = b-4 b, 4, x = (x, y, 21, 
Then, 
x+y-a-,2- b-a + c-b-a, 
L( G, x) = {c-b-a}, L(G, Y) = k--b), L(G, z)=(c). 
But S&G x), LG Y), UG 2)) = (L, UG Y), L(G, 4) with 
L = {&b-h} # L( G, x). 
Hence, G does not verify the fixed-point property. Observe that G is simultaneously 
a BNLC and an NUNLC grammar. Although BNLC and NUNLC grammars look 
context-free (we shall see that they are confluent), they are not in our sense and, 
worse than that, they do not satisfy the fixed-point property. 
The following lemma refers to a fixed connection relation corm and the associated 
substitutinrr structure E. 
3.11. Lemma. Let H, H’, H’k E, let i, jr be such that 1~ i<j’QH) (=la!(H)l). 
Then, ifj = j’+p(H’) - 1, 
H[ i c H’]Lj + H”] = H[ j’+ H”][ i + H’] 
iff either 
(1) o(H), and o(H)j* are not neighbours in H, or 
(2) they ure neighbours and 
for every a in A u X labelling a vertex of H’, and for every b in A u X 
( ) * 
labelling a vertex of H”, 
(y, a)Econn and (a, b)Econn e (x, b)Econn and (b, a)Econn 
where x = a( H)i and y = a( H)js. 
of. Let H, = H[i+ H’][j+ H’] and Hz 
t HI and Hz have the same vertices wi 
HI. It may link: 
it H’]. It is easy to verify 
bels. Consider an edge in 
(i) two vertices of H, or of H’, or of H’; 
(ii) one vertex of H with one vertex of H’ or of H”; 
(iii) one vertex of H’ with one vertex of H”. 
This edge also exists in Hz in cases (i) or (ii). 
We only have to consider case (iii). In case of Lemma 3.1 I( I) 
no edge of type (iii). So let us consider the case of 
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vertex of H’ labelled by a! in Au X, and let v” be a vertex of H’ labelled by 6. 
There is an edge linking v’ and v’ in H, iff (y, a) E corm and (a, b) E co 
if v’ is connected with any vertex of H”, then v’ must be connecte 
with O( H[i + H’])j, i.e., (y, u) E corm; similarly there is an edge linking v’ and v” 
in H2 iff (x, b) E corm and (b, a) E corm). Hence, H, and H2 have the same edges iff 
Lemma 3.11(l) or (2) holds. U 
3.12. Remark. If G is a BNLC grammar, then every graph in 2< G, 2) has a discrete 
X-boundary. And if H has a discrete X-boundary, then Lemma 3.11( 1) always 
holds. Hence, every BNLC grammar is confluent. 
So is an NUNLC grammar but for a different reason. For such a grammar, 
connG = (Au X) x C for some C c A u X (C is the set of connecting labels and 
A 1~ X - C is the set of disconnecting ones). Hence, (y, a), (Q, b) E connc + G, b E C + 
(x, h), (b, a) E corm @ it follows that the substitution [ ] is confluent whenever corm 
is of the form requested in the definition of an NUNLC grammar. 
roposition. One can decide whether an NNLC grammar is confluent. 
Proof. It is known that, for every NNLC grammar G, one can compute the set of 
pairs (c, d) E iA u X)’ such that there exists a graph H in i(G) having two neighbour 
vertices labelled by c and d (see [ 12, Theorem 1, p. 1491). Let N(G) be this set. 
It then follows from Lemma 3.11 that G is confluent iff, for every (x, y) E N(G) n 
and for every two production rules (x-, H’) and (y + H”) of G (where x 
may be equal to y), property (*) of Lemma 3.1 l(2) holds. This is clearly decidable 
since N(G) is computable. q 
We now examine the associativity of an NNLC grammar in a similar way. With 
the notations of Lemma 3.11, we state the following lemma. 
3.14. Lemma. LetH, H’, H”E E, letiE[p(H)], letjE[p(H’)] andj’=i+j-1. Then, 
H[i+ H’][j’+ H”] = H[i+ H’[j+ H”]] ifi f or every a E A v X labelling a neighbour 
of w ( H)i and for every b E A v X labelling a vertex of H”, it holds that (a, b) E corm+ 
(~,Y)ECOIIQ (wherey=a(H’)j). 
roof. Let H, = H[i+ H’][j’+ H”] and H,= _H[i+ H’[j+ H”]]. We assume that 
VH, V,,’ and VHf! are pairwise disjoint. The vpr+ _. lvbs of H1 and H2 are the same and 
so are the labelling functions. Consider an edge in H, (or in Hz). It may link 
(i) two vertices of H, or of H’, or of H”; 
(ii) one vertex of H and one vertex of H’; 
(iii) one vertex of H’ and one vertex of H”; 
(iv) one vertex of H and one vertex of H”. 
This edge also exists in Hz (or in H,) in cases (i)-(iii). We only consider case (iv). 
Let v be a neighbour of m( H )i labelled by a (in A u X). Let v’ be a vertex in 
H” labelled by b (in A v X). There is an edge in H2 linking v and v” iff (a, b) E c 
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re is an edge in If, linking v and V” iff (a, y) E corm ( 
z +- H’] linking v and o( R![ i + I+‘]),*) and (a, b) E con 
all a, b, y as i?I the statement, (ce, 6) E conn=+( a, y) E corm. 2 
For every XE(AUX) we let con6’(x)={yEAuX((y, 
reposition. It is decidable whether a given NNLC g mar is associative. 
Proof. A grammar G is associative iff the condition of Le a 3.14 holds for all 
H&(G),aPl i~[p(H)],all Hki(G,a(H);),al’i jE[p(H” Bnd all H” such that 
(cY(H)~+H”)E!? 
Let N(G) be as in Proposition 3.11. One can compute i( G, x)), the set of 
labels of vertices of all graphs in i( G, x). (This is a con ence of the result of 
[ 121 already used in the proof of Proposition 3.13.) Henc is associative iff, for 
everypair(a,x)inN(G)n((AuX)xX),foreveryyeLa (G,x))nX,forevery 
production rule of rake form (y + H”), and for every label b rring in H”, we have 
(a, b)Econn =+ (u,y)Econn. 
Since N(G) and Latr( i( G, x)) are computable, this condit n is decidable. Cl 
3.16. Corollary. One can decide whether an NNLC grammar is con?*pxt-free. 
We conclude this section by establishing an important closure property of the 
family of context-free NLC sets of graphs. 
3.17. Definition. Let G be an NNLC grammar the axiom of which is ul, its first 
nonterminal. Let SC be the associated p nomial system, to be solved in 
(see Definitions 2.7 and 3.5). Let now ‘8 = p) be a TG-automaton. The po’lyno 
system S, * B constructed as in the proof of Lemma 1.1 has the set of unknowns 
X’={[ui,b](iE[n],bEB) (whereiu,,..., u,} is the set X of nonterminals of G, 
hence the set of unknowns of S,). 
We now construct an NNLC grammar G * with terminal alphabet A and 
nonterminal alphabet X’. Its connection relation is sonn’ G (A u X’)* such that 
(x, y) E corm’ iff (7r(x), w(y)) E corm G, where n is the mapping such that ~(a) = a 
for Q E A and ~([x, b]) = x for x E X, b E B. The corresponding substitution mapping 
E(A, X’) x Nx E(A, X’)+ E(A, X’) is &noted by [ j’. 
reduction rules of 6’ is P’, the set s/l all rules of the form 
Ix, bl + Db,,b2 ,..., bk 
wherex+DisaproductionruleofP,k=p(D), b,b,,...,bkEB,DB(bl,...,b&= 
b, and Db,,bz ,..., bL is the graph obtained from D by changing the label ui of m(D)i 
into [ui, bi]. For p = (x + D), we name by [ JI, b, b,, . . . , bk] the reduction rule of 
P’ associated with p, b, b,, . . . , bk in this way. 
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3.18. Proposition. Let G be an NNLC grammar and ( G momaton- If 
G is conJuelr t, associative, con text-free, neigh bourhood-uniform or boundary, then 
has the same property. 
roof. L,et G be confluent. We prove that G * is confluent, too. So let 
[x, bl+Z** 9 N let w ( H)i and 0 ( H)j* be neighbours in H, labelled respectively by 
[y, 4 and [y’, d’l for y, y’ in X 4 d’ in B- Let Iv, 4 + Dd ,,..., dk and [y, d’l+ D&; ,..., d;, 
be two production rules of G * B. 
Let a’ be a label occurring in Ddl,. . . , dk and let a” be a label occurring in Dh;,___,+ 
We must verify the following property: 
(*) ([y, d], 6) E corm’ and (4 6’) E cod iff ([y’, d’], ii’) E conn’ 
and (a’, a’) E corm’. 
It is easy to see that x- L n(H) (we recall that m.appings on labels extend to 
graphs by Definition 3.1). Hence, there are neighbour vertices labelled by y and y’ 
in n(H). The label rr(ti) occurs in D and the label n( a’) occurs in D’. Since G is 
confluent, 
(y, T( 6)) E ConnG and (7r( a), 7r( &‘)) E ConnG 
iff (y’, V( a’)) E ConnG and (7r( a’), ~(a)) E COlln~. 
And this property implies (*) by the definition of corm’. 
Let us now assume that G is associative, and establish that G * B is so. Let 
[x, b]+*,,, H, let [y, c] occur in H and [y, c]+&~ H’. Let [z, d] occur in H’ and 
([z, d] + H”) be a production rule of G * B. Let a’ label a neighbour of a vertex 
labelled by [y, c] in H. Let a” occur in H’. We must verify that 
(**) (a, 3)sconn’ implies (a, [z, d])Econn’. 
Since x-z ?r(H), y -+$ V( H’) and since (z + T( H’)) is a production rule of G, 
the associativity of G yields 
(m( ti), w( 6’)) E connG implies (v(a), z) E connG. 
And (**) immediately follows from the definition of cod. Hence G ‘:k 
The remaining assertions immediately follow from these two results and the 
various definitions. 0 
3. The classes of context-free NLC, of context-free NUNLC and of 
context-free BNLC sets of graphs are closed by intersection with T-recognizable sets. 
. Let L be defined by an NNLC grammar G. Without loss o 
can assume that the axiom of G is ul, its first nonterminal. Let K be a 
G-recognizable h be defined by an automaton 
is a P:homomor is the set of production rules 
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Consider the NNLC grammar G * It is context-free (respectively, context-free 
neighbourhood-uniform, context-free undary) if G is so, by Proposition 3.18. Let 
SC be the system of equations associated with G. 
Since G is context-free, the n-tuple (L( G, u,), . . . u,)) of sets of graphs 
generated by ul,. . . , u, is the least solution of S, in The system S * 
a least solution in 9)( G), the [ui, b]- component of which is then L( G, ui) n p-l(b) 
for all i E [n] a all b E B. Let us now consider the system S’ assoc 
grammar G * We verify that the two mappings (S * 
%TG& 
g)(J(A))nxCard(B) into itself are the same. 
We claim that, for every right-hand side D of a production rule of G of arity 
x+2... & andforevery b,,...,bkd?, 
(D b,,bz ,..., bk)TGeB = DT~ l 
To prove this we must verify that, for every & , . . . , Hk E J(A), 
Db,,..., bk[ 1 t- H,]‘[ 1+ H2]’ . . . [l+Hk]‘=D[l+H,]...[l+Hk]. 
The substitution [ 1’ is defined in Definition 3.17. If k = 1, then O,,[ 1~ HI]’ = 
D[ 1 + H,] (straightforward verification). If k = 2, then 
Q,,,,.Jl+ H,]‘[l c- H2]’ = (D[l+ H&J1 + H2]‘= D[l c- H,][l+ H2] 
since Db,,J 1 + H,]’ = D[ 1 c- Al&. The last equality holds because ([x, b], a) E corm 
iff (x, a) E corm G for all x E X, b E B, a E A. This argument easily extends to k > 2. 
Hence, the two systems have the same least solution: this proves that L( G, Ui) n 
p-‘(b) = L( G * B, [ui, b]). 
Let us assume that K = p-*( B’) for some B’ c B. Hence, 
L’=L(G,u,)nu{p-‘(b)lb~B’} 
= u {L(G * B, [u,, b]) 1 b E B’}. 
By introducing a new nonterminal z and the rules z + [ ul, b] for all b E B’, one 
obtains a grammar G’ extending G * B such that L( G’, z) = L’ (recall that B and 
B’ are finite). It is clear that G’ is context-free (respectively, context-free BNLC, 
context-free NUNLC) if G * B is so; hence, if G is so. Cl 
emark. In Section 5, we shall (in some sense) extend this result to the class 
of confluent NLC grammars. Let us immediately consider what G * generates 
when G is confluent but not associative. The answer is (by adapting the proof of 
Lemma 5.7 below): 
L(G* , [x, b]) = {H E J(A) 1 there exists a derivation sequence 
&x*-H such that p( 
G 
Note that (following Remark 2.19), @jr, isthegrap obtainedby a“bottom-up" 
Of the derivation tree (6). Of course, when G is associative, 
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3.2 emark. The grammar constructed in Example 3.9 to generate the set of finite 
complete graphs is context-free (it is also BNLC and NUNLC). It has been proved 
in [ 1, proposition 3.171 that no hyperedge-replacing graph grammar can generate 
complete graphs of arbitrary large size. This proves that the class of context-free 
NLC grammars is more powerful than the class of hyperedge-replacing grammars 
considered in [ 1, 4, 91. 
4. The monadic second-order theory of context-free NLC sets of graphs 
A monadic second-order logic appropriate for expressing properties of graphs in 
J(A) is introduced. The main theorem of [3, 41 is adapted to the present case. It 
establishes that the set of graphs satisfying a closed formula of this logical calculus 
is T-recognizable. 
efinition (Counting monadic second-order logic). Let H be a graph in J(A). 
We can consider it as a logical structure 1H( = (V,, edg,, plab, H; a E A) with domain 
VH (the set of vertices), with a binary predicate edg, c VH x VH (as in Definition 
3.1). For every Q E A, plab,,, is a unary predicate saying whether a vertex has label 
a or not. 
Hence, a class of monadic-second order formulas can be built with set quan- 
tification (3 L” (9 or V Up where U is a set variable ranging over 9(V,., )), object 
quantification (3u cp or Vu (9 where u is an object variable ranging over V,), Boolean 
combinations (A, v, -I), and the following atomic formulas: 
x=y, XE u, 
Ma, Y ), pIak.J (x), 
where x, y are object variables and U is a set variable. 
Let W be a set of variables (uppercase symbols will always denote set variables 
and lowercase symbols will denote object variables). Let H E J(A). A ‘W-assignment 
in H is a mapping u with domain W such that V(X) E VH for x E W and v(U) E VH 
for Ue W. 
The validity of a formula 4p in 1 HI for some given W-assignment v in H such 
that all free variables of q are in W is clear. It is written as usual: (I HI, y) t= cp, or 
more shortly qRJ fv). If cp is closed, then 2~ is irrelevant and the notations IHl l= cp 
and qH will be used. 
We shall actually use a richer language by using the following additional atomic 
formulas, the meaning of which is indicated: 
& U) meaning: (u)=p (modq) 
ere QSp<q, q> 
we let Y&,, ( W) be set of all monadic second-order formulas with free variables 
in Wand written with b,foraEAand ,,y for p, G s m. The set rC,,, = 3X&,(O) 
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is the set of closed formulas of X,+(W). Finally, X(Ar,,( Cur) denotes the set of 
formulas as having at most h nested quantifiers. For example, 3x( a(X)) v 
VU 3 U’ 3y(plabb(y) A y E U’ A ly E U) is of quantification level 3 but not 4. 
ible in X 
remarks. It is clear that the k-colourability of a graph is express- 
We now examine various properties concerning paths. Consider the fo!lowing 
formulas: 
QJV, U’) :a U’c UAVX{[XE UAilY,YE U’A g(x, y)]*x E U’}, 
Qd u) :e #fu’[u’#fhQ,(U, u’)+u= u’], 
Q3(X,y, u) :a 3u’[u’c I/AQ,(U')hXE U’AJ’E u’]. 
(As usual, we abbreviate ~X(XE U) into U # 8 and Vx(l(x E U’) v XE ti) into 
U’c, VJ 
It is clear that (92 expresses that the restriction of a graph to a set U of vertices 
is connected. Hence, Q,(x, y, U) expresses that there exists a path in G linking x 
and y, all vertices of which are in U. 
From this, one can express the following properties: the existence of cycles in a 
graph, its connectivity, its k-connectivity, the existence of a given minor, and its 
planarity. 
The existence of a Hamiltonian circuit does not seem to be expressible. The 
atomic formulas Card,,( U) are not expressible in monadic second-order logic (see 
[3]). The adjective “counting” refers to their use (only for emphasis). 
4.3. Definition. Two formulas are tautologically equivalent if they can be transformed 
into each other by several uses of the Boolean laws (like Q A Q = q or Q A fa\Ise = false) 
and renamings of bound variables. 
It is clear that Xi,,< W) is finite up to tautological equivalence if A and ‘JV are 
finite. We can assume that it is actually finite, i.e., that every formula is replaced 
by some canonical tautologically equivalent formula. 
Here is the main result of this section. Let $ be E (A, X), considered as a signature, 
where some connecting relation corm is given. Let be the associated s-magma 
(by Definitions 3.5 and 2.7). 
The jinite set of predicates dejned by YC:,, is S-inductive on 
We refer the reader to Section 1 for the definition of an .%inductive set of 
predicates over a set equipped wit an % magma structure. e proof consists 
essentially in one technical lemma for which we introduce some notations (it is 
completely similar to the proof of [3, Lemma 4.21). 
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Let 41 be a finite set of set variables. Let r/b, ‘VI, . . . , Vk be pairwise disjoint finite 
sets of object variables. Let Wi =%V‘Jfi,and ‘W=W~VW,V*~~VW~. 
If G I,***, Gk E J(A) and HE &, then we let 
F=HT(GI,..., Gk):=H[l+G1][l+G&..[I+G~l 
(as defined in Definition 2.7). By assuming that VH, VG, , . . . , VGk are pairwise 
disjoint we can consider that VF = Vh v VG, v l l l v VGa, where V’, := 
VH -b(H), , . . .v dH)d- 
If Vi is a %$assignment in Gi for i = 1, . . . , k, if v. is a Wo-assignment in H such 
that vg( U) G Vl, if U E % and vo(x) E V’, if x E To, then we let u be the W- 
assignment in F such that 
V(X)= vi(x) where i is such that x E vi. 
It is denoted by v. v v1 v l l l v vk. 
In the following we fix h, A and 4 and we let X(2?) be an abbreviation of X(AT#?) 
for every set of variables S?. 
4.5. Lemma. Given H, %, Y,, . . . , vk, w/b,. . . , %$, WI, zjo as abeve and given (9 E 
X(W), one can construct aJinite family of formulas pij where i E [k], and j E [mi] for 
some mi with Qi,j E X( Wi), and an m-place Boolean expression B (where m = m1 + 9 9 9 + 
mk) such that for all G, , . . . , Gk E J(A), and for all sequence ul,. . . , vc such that Vi 
is a Wi assigl:oment i  Gi one has 
where 
F-H,(G,,.. .,Gk) and V=VoVY,V”‘VVk. 
The sequence (B, Q~,~ , . . . , Qk,mA ), abbreviated B[ . . . , Qid, . . . 1, is called a 
decomposition f Q relative to ( H, 94, To, . . . , yk, uo). 
of 5 By induction on the structure of Q. 
First case-Q is atomic. 
The various subcases are as follows (for each of them, we state an easy-to-check 
property from which the desired Q,j and B can easily be obtained): 
(1) If q is x=y or xE U with x,yEvi for some iE[k] and some UE%, then 
QF(')eQGi('i)m 
(1’) If 50 is X=Y with XE Clri, YE q, Osi. j<k, i#j, then Q&)efaIse. 
(1”) If q is x=y with x,yCVo, then 
Qh') = if ho = vo(y), 
QF~) e=, if %(X) f vn(y). 
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(Recall that Vb and v. are given as data for the construction of B and the Qi j's*) 
,&) for X, y E Vi and for some i E [k], a E A, then 
QF(‘)eQGi(“i)* 
g(x, y) for x, y E Vo, then 
Q&V) H false otherwise. 
(2”) If Q is plab,(x) for x E ?ru, then 
Q&V) H true if Ilab,( vo(x)) = a, 
Q~( v) H fake otherwise. 
(2”‘) If Q is edg(x, y) with x E vo, y E ‘Vi for 1 G i S k, then 
QF( v) @ fake if vo(x) is not a neighbour Of O( H)i, 
QF(V) @ [WC Irb,(y)l a E A, (lab,( y,(x))., a) E conn}]ci( vi) 
otherwise 
(2”“) If Q is edg(x, y) with x E ‘Vi, y E vi, 1 s i <j c k, then 
QF( V) H false if 0 (H)i and w (H)j are not neighbours, 
QF(V) e W{[Plaba(x)I,,(vi) A [piabb(y)l~j(vj) I (a, b) E Cl, 
where C={(t~,b)~AxAl(a(H)~,a) zmm and (a,b)~cmu~}. 
(3 j If Q is Card, J U), then 
QF(V) a’ W{[car P,,4( Uj&,) A l l l 
A[card,,,,(U)IGk(Vk)l(PIP*, =. ,Pkk a 
where C={(p,,p2 ,..., pk)~{O,l,..., q-l)k(Card(vO(U))+pl+= l l +Pk= 
P (mod 4)). 
Second case-q is i+bl or 9, v & or Il/, /\ (c12. 
Assuming that decompositions B,[ . . , $;,j . . ] and B2[. . , (tt . . . ] have been 
forrnd for $I and & one ther !dkes for Q the decompositions TB,[ . . . +i,j.. . 1, 
B,[ l . (lii,j l . s ] V Bz[. l . $Ti.. l ] and B,[ . . . $i,j . . ] A B2[ . . . +tj.. ] respectively. 
Third case-p is 3u + or Vu rl/. 
We consider the first case with # E X’( ‘Vu {u}), u e W’ (and 3T stands for X!&?). 
For every vertex x of Vl, (respectively of i E [k]), we let VOX (respectively Vi ,) 
be the ?V& u { u}-assignment (respectively Curi u { u}-assignment) that extends ~0 
(respectively vi) by associating x with u. It is clear that 
q&v) @ (3u#),(v) H Dov D, v l . =v Dk 
Do is 3x E Vl, [&( uox u v1 u l - 9 u v,J], 
is Gi [$F(V()UV1UV*U' ' l U Vi,U’ l “J Vr()]- 
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By induction we can assume that we have constructed a decomposition 
Bo,J . . . , t@( vi), . . . ] of ~4 relative to (N, %, ‘&u(u), “1” ,,..., “Irk, vOx) so that 
$F( VOX u VI u l l ’ L’ T’kj 3 R,.,x[ v l * 3 #$Gj( Vi), l l l 1. 
Hence 
Do H wWo..S...l~x~ K-i}- 
Similarly, we can assume that we have a decomposition B,, of $ relative to 
(H,%, To ,..., w;Iu{u} ,..., “cr,, vo) so that 
#A VOUV~U***UV~~U”*UV~) H Bh[..*.,~:jG,(V:),***] 
where vi = Vi if if h and vi= vhx_. 
Let us write Bh as a disjunction W CC: 1 r = 1, . . . , mh} where c’: is a conjunction 
of the form 
(*) &‘(V&$&).r\- ‘wh&(v~x)I\’ ‘*Am; 
(each 3: is a Boolean combination of some of the formulas tit’ for j = 1, . . . , mi). 
Hence, 
D,, @ 3XE&,, [t,&(V,-,U V,U- l l u Vhxu’ l l U Vk)], 
Dh e ~XEVG,,, Bh[ l l l 3 $tjG,(V:), l - * I 
e W{3xEVG,,,C~Ir=1,...,mh}. 
For each r, if C!! is as in (*), then 
3x E VGI, cf e 3x E V,,,[i:I< v,) A l l l A &;( v,J A * l l A &!( v/J] 
a (CI:(vl)h’ l ’ A (3x E VG,, tj,“( &)) /\ l l l A $t( V/‘) 
(since &‘( Vi), i Z h does not depend on x). Hence, Dh is equivalent o a disjunction 
of conditions of the form 
This gives the required decomposition of cp. The case of (9 of the form Vu # can 
be proved similarly with conjunctions instead of disjunctions or as a corollary of 
the second case since W’u $@13U 11). 
Fourth case-p is 3 U $ or VU rl/. 
We only consider the first case with $ E x’( W v { U}) and U e W. If X s Vh 
(respectively c G, for some i) we denote by v. x (respectively Vi x ) the WO u 
{ U) - assignment (respectively the Wi u { U) -assignment) in GO (respectively in Gi ) 
tends v. (respectively vi) by associating X with U. Hence, if X0 E Vh , 
then the W u { U}-aSSignment v. xo u vi x, u n g l u VkxL in F associates 
ux,u l * l U xk. If fOllOWS that 
(VoUV,U- ‘UVk) @ 
QM vox,,u VlX,U’ ’ l u vkX,)- 
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Let us assume (by induction) that, for a given XOc Vh , a decomposition 
B&J l l l l 3 $i,j, l * l ] of + relative to (N, Q u { U}, ‘VO, Y, , . . . , Vk, vex,,) has been 
constructed. As in the proof of the preceding case we can write Bxo as w(&,, 11 c r G 
m,,} where each Dx,,, is of the form & A $2 A l - l A &, where each Ji concerns Gi. 
Hence, for this fixed X0, 
wJ~M%U l ..UVk) C3 W{~X,,...,3X~,B~~,[...,(I’,j,...]IX~~V~} 
a w {3X,,.. .,~Xk,&),rIX0s Vi-f, 1-.-,,L 
we have obtained a decomposition of the desired form. 
For the case where cp is W U + the proof is similar with conjunctions instead of 
disjunctions (and vice versa) or can be derived from the second case since VU +e 
13Ul+. cl 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. The statement of the theorem is nothing else than Lemma 
4.5 for H =f where f~ E( A, X) = 9 and 7-V = 0. (It was necessary to establish the 
lemma for nonempty sets %, TO, etc. in order to handle the quantifications in an 
inductive way.) q 
For every closed formula 9 in X A,m, let Tv be the set of graphs G in J(A) such 
that G I= cp. 
4.6. corollary Let p e ?&,. We have the following properties: 
( 1) TV is T-recognizable. 
(2) If L is a context-free NLC (respectively a context-free NUNLC, a context-free 
BNLC) set of graphs, then L n Tp is of the same type. 
(3) If L is as above, one can decide whether there exists a graph G in L such that 
G t= cp, or whether for all G in L one has G I= Q. 
This result is a consequence of Lemma I. 1) Proposition 3.19 and Theorem 4.4. 
In [3] we have used quantifications over pdgcp /rnd sets 
well as on vertices and sets o y not do the same here? 
we do so, we cannot establish 
mechanism creates edges. 
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Consider the substitution of D for a vertex y where v neighbours labelled 
by a and D has q vertices labelled by 6. If (a, b) E co edges linking v with 
its a-labelled neighbours are “replaced” by p l q edges. ce, there is “creation”, 
not just addition, of a fixed number of edges as in the case of hyperedge replacements 
dealt with in [l, 3, 4, 91. 
uent NLC grammars 
In the last section we have proved that if L is a context-free NLC set of graphs, 
then the subset of L consisting of the graphs of L satisfying a given formula in X 
is also context-free. We extend this result to the class of confluent NLC sets of graphs, 
hence, in particular, to the classes of BNLC and NUNLC sets. Our method consisas 
in solving the system SG associated with a confluent NLC grammar G in P(J(A’)) 
for an alphabet A’ = A x C where C contains a certain “connection information”. 
By forgetting the “connection information” of each label one obtains L(G, u) from 
L((SG, P(J(A’)))). The result then follows from an extension of the main theorem 
of Section 4. 
efinition ( The history of a vertex w.r. t. a derivation sequence). Let G be an 
NNLC grammar with nonterminal alphabet X and terminal alphabet A. Let S be 
a derivation sequence of G of the form 
The history of a vertex v of H in S is the sequence (x, x1, . . . , xm) of nonterminal 
symbols that have been successively rewritten in order to introduce v. The formal 
definition is as follows: 
ist( 6, v) := ( ), the empty sequence if S is of length 0; 
ist( 6, v) := (x) if s has one step (i.e., k = 1); 
ist( 6, v) := ist(S’, v) where 6’ consists of the first k - 1 steps of S if in the last 
step, namely Hk_l + Hk-,[ik + Lk], v already belongs to Hk+; 
st(,a, v) := ist(S’, o(Hk-l)ik) l (a(Hk-I)ik) if v belongs to &, i.e., is brought in 
the last step (6 Lk are as above). In this definition we assume that if 
H’= H[i+ L], then H nVL=@ and VH*=VH WV,-(o(H)i}. 
We denote by & the graph in J((A u X) x 9(A u X)) obtained from H by 
changing the label a of every vertex v into (a, a) where 
Q = corm-‘(x,) n l n-‘(x,) ncomi’(a) 
and (x, , . . . , x,) = ist(6, v). Note that two vertices labeiled by a in .Y can be 
fferently in &, depending on their respective histories in 6. 
he mapping (A v X) x P(A u u X that “forgers” second com- 
(a, a) = a). It is extended into elling which is also denoted by 
))+ JWJ ) and it is clear that 
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For every x E X we let 4?( G, x) = {fi6 1 S is a derivation sequence x ** H, H E 
J(A)}. Our purpose is to establish that if G is confluent, then the X-tuple 
(i(G, x)),,x is equational for a certain magma structure defined on J(A x 
9’(A v X)). 
dinition ( The substitution structure etA’:={(a,a!)laEA,a!Sconn-‘(a)} 
and X’:= {(x, CU)~XE X, CY c corm-‘(x)}. L := (E (A’, X’), X, dr”, { }) where for 
H~E(A’,x’),ai”(H)=fg(a(H)); note that Q(H) is in X* and d;(H’) in X’*. 
Let cc be the connection relation on A’u X’ defined by 
((a,~),(bA)kcc iff =P 
and [ 1’ be the substitution mapping on E (A’, X’) defined as in Definition 3.5 w.r.t. 
cc as connection relation. 
We now define H{ i + H’} as the relabelling of H[ i + H’] such that every label 
(b,@EA’uX’of a vertex of H’is changed into (b,pna) where CZ(H)~=(~,~) 
(E X’). The labels of the vertices in VH w-(0( H)i} are not changed in the substitution. 
It is clear that E is a substitution structure with nonterminal alphabet X. 
We shall denote by T’ the set of terminal objects (i.e., .?(A’)); by T’ the E (A’, X’)- 
magma of terminal objects and by T& the derived magma of ‘I” associated with a 
grammar G over E (in the sense of Definition 2.7). 
5.3. Lemma. The substitution { ) is associative. 
Observe that [ ] defined in Definition 3.5 is not associative in general. 
Proof of Lemma 5.3. Given H, H’, H’E E’(A’, X’) and i, j, j’ such that i E [p(H)] 
and j’= i+j- 1, we must verify that 
H{i+ H’{j+ H”}} = H{it H’)(j’t H”}, 
where we let L be the left-hand side and R the right-hand one; we let L’ be H’{ j c- H’} 
and R’ be H{i+ H’}. We let u be o( H)i, labelled by (x, 7) and w be o( H’)i with 
label (y, 5). We let VH, VHp, VHft be pairwise disjoint. Hence, VR = VL = V, w V2 v V3 
with V, =VH -{u}, V,=V,#-(w), V,=V,.. 
It is not difficult to verify that la L. Note that if v in V3 has a label (a, clr /b 
in H’, then it has the label (a, a! n en 7) in R and in L, and the label (a, a n 5) in 
L’. A vertex v in V, with label (a, Q) in H’ similarly has the label (a, a P 7) in L, 
in R’, and in R. 
We now check that the edges are the same in L and in R. Consider an edge in 
L, or in R lii,king v E x and V’E 4; it is said to be of type (i, j). For each type we 
verify that the edges are the same. 
Type (1, l), (2,2) or (3,3): clear from the definition. 
Type (1,2): Let such an edge exist in R. (The is a neighbour of u in 
also exists in R’. Vertex v’ exists in L’ with the s 
‘, hence the edge also exists in L. The argument works in the other direction as well. 
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Tjp (1,3): Let v E VI with label (a, cy ) in N and in Z?‘. Assume that v and v’ 
are connected in L. Hence, v is a neighbour of u in H. Let (b, y) be the label of v’ 
in W”. Its label in L’ is (b, y n 0, and a E y n &. But in R’, w is connected with v, 
and v gets connected with v’ in R since a E y. 
Conversely, let us assume that v, v’ are connected in R. This means that v is 
connected with w in R’. Hence, a E &. Also a E ‘y. Hence, v and v’ are connected in 
L (since the label of v’ in L’ is (b, ( y n 5)). 
Type (2,3): Let v E Vz with label (6, p) in N’. (Its label is then (6, p n 7) in L 
and in R’.) Let V’E V, with label (c, y) in H”. Then v is connected with v’ in L iff 
it is in L’ iff v is a neighbour of w in H’ and b E y iff v is connected with v’ in R. 0 
efinitiorr (The grammar G over E). Let COIMI be a fixed connection relation. 
For every D E E(A, X), let b be obtained by the relabelling that maps x to 
(x, corm-‘(x)) for x E A u X. 
Let G =(X, A, P, corm) be an NNLC grammar. We let 6 be the grammar (E, I;) 
such that fi is the set of production rules p^ = (x + 6) associated with all production 
rules p: (X + D) of Z? The graph b is obtained from D by changing every label 
a (of A v X) into (a, corm-’ (a)). 
We denote by x^ the graph with a single vertex labelled by (x, con&(x)). Its arity 
is x. 
5.5. Lemma. (1) Let 
be a 
6:x-H,- Hz-, l l l + Hk 
(i,.pl) ( hp2 1 
derivation sequence of G. Then the sequence 
is a (uniquely defined) derivation seqticnce of 6. Furthermore, Hi = I&, and, for all 
i=l,... 9 k, fg( Hi) = Hia 
(2) Conversely, for every x E X and for every derivation sequence 6’ of 6 as in (I), 
if Hi = fg( Hi) for all i, then 6 as in ( 1) is a derivation sequence of G and Hi = &. 
(3) L( 6, 2) = L( G, x). 
for k-k I. Let 8 
step associated 
Hk 3 
induction on k. We assume the property for k and we establish it 
as in (1) be given. Then let us extend it to s’ by the following extra 
with pk+l E P (with right-hand side Lk+,): 
1 
. 
ti(+,*Lk+,I=Hk+,= 
and 
+, 8. It is clear that the vertices of 
are the same and that ! 0 
Hi+, l 
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Let us compare the edges in i+, . The only nonobvious case concerns 
the connection between a vert by, say, (a, a) in Hi), 
and a vertex v’ labelled by b)) in %+1). They are 
connected in &+I iff (a, b) E co -‘(b))) E cc, i.e., iff they 
are connected in Hh+, . Hence, fg( HZ+,) = H k+l. It remains to establish that Hi+, = 
Let (x, y) be the label of @(H&+, in HL , i.e., in fik8 by the induction hypothesis. 
A vertex of H k+l that is also in Hk is labelled in the same way in fik+ld, in 
(by definition), and in Hi+, (since fiks = HZ and by the definition of Hi+I). For 
a vertex of Hk+, that is also in L k+l and is labelled there by a, its label in fik+1 g is 
(a, cowi* n y), hence it is the same in Hi,, since its label in &+l is (a, co 
and by the definition of { ). This proves that HI;,, = Z&+*6. 
(2): The proof of the oppositt direction is similar. 
(3): This assertion immediately follows from (1) and (2). Cl 
It then follows that L( G, X) = fg( L(z?, x^)). 
5.6. Lemma. If G is confluent, then so is 6. Hence, 6 is context-free. 
Proof. Let G b\: confluent. We must prove that, for every H E L( 6, y^), for every 
two neighbour vertices v = o (H ) i and v’ = Wan of H labelled by (x, cy) and (x’, (Y’) 
respectively, and for every two production rules (X + 6) and (x’+ fit) of &, it holds 
that H{~~~}{j~~}~H{i’t~}{j’t~},wherej=p(~)-1+i’andj~=1, or i’=j 
and j’ =p(C)-l+i. 
The equality of these two graphs can be proved by a straightforward verification 
using the fact that fg(H) E i(G) (by Lemma 5.5). 
Hence, G is context-free over E. Cl 
We shall consider P as a ranked alphabet. Every p in P names a production rule 
x + D of G and also the associated production rule x + e of d. It is easy to see 
that G and 6 have the same derivation trees (they are elements of M(P)). 
TFkre system SC is identical to the system SG; it can be solved either in !Y( 
9(T&) (with domain !9(J( 
automaton. A system Se * can be associated with 
it by tne rq>nstruction in Section 1. 
Observe that i((S - G (P)), [x, b]) is the set of trees in 
of derivation trees t o corresponding to derivation seq rices with source x) 
such that p( tTb) = b (see Lemma 1.1). 
Let now recall from Definition 3.17 that the N 
P* 7 where we have .9 
)+Au with ~([x, b]) =x9 ~(a) = a, 
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and P * B as set of production rules, defined as 
HP a c-9 Cl9 . . . . CkllpEP,5C,,-**,CkE~, 
where each of them is [x, c] --) Dcl,___,~k if p = (x --* D) and DC,,...,Cr. is obtained by 
the relabelling of w(D), into [Q( D)i, ci] for each e’ = 1, . . . , K 
By Proposition 3.18, G * is confluent since G is confluent. 
5.7. Lemma. Let G be conJuent. For every x E X and for every b E B, 
L( G * B, [x, b]) = {H E J(A) 1 there exists a derivation sequence 6: x 2 H 
such that &,,) = b). 
Proof. Let H E L( G * , [x, b]). Let t c M(P * ) be a derivation tree of G * B 
corresponding to a derivation sequence: [x, b] &, H. Let m : M( P * B) -* M(P) 
be the relabelling of the nodes of trees in M( P * B) associating p with ’ 
IP ¶ c, Cl, . . . , ckj. 
It is clear that n(t) is a derivation tree af G corresponding to some derivation 
sequence 6 with source x. 
Since corm’ does not take into account he second components of the nonterminal 
symbols, if H + H[i + D] is a derivation step of G * B, then p(H) + V( H)[i + 
m(D) J is a derivation step of G. Hence, the value of q(t) as a derivation tree of G 
is v(H), i.e., H. (It is well defined since G confluent.) But m(t) can also be considered 
as a derivation tree of the context-free grammar 6. Its value as a derivation tree of 
6 is a graph K in .I( A’). It follows from Lemma M(2) that K = fi,. Since 6 is 
context-free, it follows from Remark 2.19 that K is equal to the value of rr( t) in 
T&, i.e., that & = m&k. Since t is a B-local tree such that p(t) = b, it follows 
from Lemma 1.2 that p( m( &b) = p( I?,) = b. This establishes the inclusion s of 
the statement. 
For the other direction, consider 6 : x +g H with H E J(A) such that p( fi6) = b. 
onsider the derivation tree t (in M(P)) of 8. There exists, by Lemma I .2, a unique 
-local tree tk .M( P B) such that R( t’) = t. Let b’= ,~(t+.). The tree t’ is a 
derivation tree of G * defining a derivation sequence [x, b’] -*& H’. 
By using the first part of the proof one sees that ?T( 1’) (as a derivation tree of G) 
yields H and also H’. Hence H = H’ (since G is nfluent). Also, by the first part, 
one has p( &) = b’. Hence, b’ = b and H E L( G * [x, b]) as was to be shown. Cl 
Hence we have established the following proposition. 
Let G be a confluent NLC grammar and R be a 
subset of .?(A’). Then (H E L(G) 1 r-?r, E R) is a confluent NLC set of graphs. 
We now establish that the set of gra ‘) satisfying a closed monadic 
second-order formula is r this purpose we prove that the monadic 
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second-order formulas satisfy the decomposition property of Lemma 4.5 with respect 
to T’. Note that it uses a different notion of graph substitution. The proof is actually 
an easy modification of the proof of Lemma 4.5. 
5.9. mma. Lemma 4.5 holds for H E E (A’, X’), x = Xi:, where h, q 2 0, 
G I,-‘*, Gk E J(A’) and T’ (instead of hat the set of graphs in 
J(A’) satisfying a closed monadic second-order formula 
roof. We only give the modifications to be made in the proof of Lemma 4.5. They 
only concern the case where Q is an atomic formula. We keep the notations of the 
proof of Lemma 4.5. We assume that a(H) = (x,, &)(x2, &) . . . (xk, &). 
Then the subcases of the first case to be modified are the following ones (with 
F = H(1+ G,}{l+ G,} . . . {l+ Gk)): 
(2) If v is plab(a,,, (x) forxEcCr,, iE[k], aEA,a!cAuX, then 
QF(V) e W{plab~,,~~(x)lcu’~AuX,a,=cu’nSi}Gi(Vi). 
To understand this, remember that, by Definition 5.2, if Gi is substituted for a 
labelled by (Xi, k), then every label (b, p) of Gi is changed to (b, p n ei) in 
Subcases (2”‘) and (2”) are as in the proof of Lemma 4.5 with cc as connection 
relation (instead of corm). This is due to the fact that the relabelling of the vertices 
of the substituted graphs is done after the connections have been established in the 
“usual” way, by means of cc. 0 
5.10. Theorem. Let G be a confluent NLC grammar with terminal aZpkabet A. Let (9 
be a closed formula in 3&,, for some m > 0. 
(1) Theset {HcL(G)IHkcp} is a confluent NLC set of graphs (a confluent NLC 
grammar can be constructed to deJine it). 
(2) It is decidable whet.‘?er there exist H E L(G) such that H I= Q or whether H t= Q 
for all H in L(G). 
Proof. (1): Let X be the set of nonterminal symbols of G. Let z! be the ccnizxi-free 
grammar over E defined in Definition 5.4. It generates a subset Z(G) of J(A’; asd 
L(G)=fg(L(G)). 
We now translate (9 into a formula 6 E 3&, as follows: every atomic formula 
plab,(x) is replaced by w {pla co,aI(~) 1 ct c A u X} for every object varigb’.e x. It is 
clear that, for H E J(A’), 
HI=@ iff fg(H)l=cp. 
It follows that 
{HE:L(G)[H~~}={HEL(G)~I&E Tt), 
where T$ is the set of graphs H’ in J(A’) such that H’k $. 
We know by Lemma 5.9 that Tb is ‘-recognizable. e result then follows from 
is follows from (I) in a standard way. 0 
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roof. This result follows from the proof of Proposition 5.8 since G * is NUNLC 
(respectively BNLC) by Proposition 3.18. Cl 
s. Janssens and Rozenberg [13,14] have established that if L is a 
et of graphs, then it can be decided whether: 
* L contains a connected graph, 
L contains a disconnected graph (i.e., that is not connected), 
0 L contains a discrete graph (i.e., with no edge), 
0 L contains a nonplanar graph. 
Moreover, the set of connected graphs of L and the set of its disconnected graphs 
are NUNLC. 
All these results are immediate consequences of Corollary 5.11 since the above 
properties of graphs can be expressed in X 
Similar results are established by Rozenberg and Welzl [ 171 for BNLC grammars 
and the following properties of graphs: k-colourability, connectedness, discon- 
nectedness, and nonplanarity. The case of planarity is left as an open problem in 
[ 171. But all these results follow from Corollary 5.1 I. 
This work was initiated at the 3rd International Workshop on Graph-grammars, 
Warrenton, VA, in December 1986, and I thank the organizers, namely G. Rozenberg 
and A. Rosenfeld, for offering me the opportunity to participate in such a stimulating 
meeting. 1 also thank D. Janssens, J. Engelfriet, E. Welzl and M. Nag1 for their 
remarks and suggestions. 
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